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THE FREE BOUNDARY FOR
ELASTIC-PLASTIC TORSION PROBLEMS1

BY

LUIS A. CAFFARELLI AND AVNER FRIEDMAN

Abstract. Consider the variational inequality: find u El K such that / ßV u

• V(o - u) > nfe(v - u) (/i > 0) for any v B K, where K = [w e

•"o(2)> I^H < '} and Q is a simply connected domain whose boundary is

piecewise C3. The solution u represents the stress function in a torsion

problem of an elastic bar with cross section Q; the sets E = {x e. Q;

|Vu(x)| < l),i = {iE Q; \Vu(x)\ = 1} are the elastic and plastic subsets

of Q. The ridge R of Q is, by definition, the set of points in Q where

dist(jc, dQ) is not C '•'. The paper studies the location and shape of E, P and

the free boundary T = 3£ n Q. It is proved that the ridge is elastic and that

E is contained in a (c//i)-neighborhood of R, as p. -» oo (c > 0). The

behavior of E and P near the vertices of dQ is studied in detail, as well as

the nature of T away from the vertices. Applications are given to special

domains. The case where Q is multiply connected is also studied; in this

case the definition of K is somewhat different. Some results on the "upper

plasticity" and "lower plasticity" and on the behavior as /i -» oo are

obtained.

1. Introduction. Let Q be a 2-dimensional, simply connected bounded

domain whose boundary dQ consists of a finite number of C3 closed arcs

Sx, . . ., Sm. We assume that these arcs are mutually disjoint except that the

terminal end-point of each 5, coincides with the initial end-point of 5,+, (we

agree to set Sm+X = Sx); this common point is denoted by Vi and is called a

vertex of Q.

Let

K= {v£H¿(Q),\Vv\<l}. (1.1)

Consider the variational inequality

/ jVu-V(v - u) > nj j (v - u)   for any v G K; u G K,      (1.2)
Q Q

where /x is a positive constant.
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It is well known that this problem has a unique solution u [2], [9], [19];

furthermore, u G W2j>(Q) for any/? < oo, where Q is any closed subset of Q

which does not contain vertices V¡. Further, it was proved in [7] that

u G W2oo(QJ) for any compact subdomain Q* of Q.

Set

d(x) = distance from x to dQ,    x = (x„ x2) G Q.

Then [1], [19] the variational inequality (1.2) (with K given by (1.1)) is

equivalent to the same variational inequality with a different convex set K,

namely,

K={v<EH¿(Q),v<d). (1.3)

The variational inequality (1.2), (1.3) (called the obstacle problem) is a more

standard one; however the obstacle d is not continuously differentiable, but

only Lipschitz continuous. Thus we have here a situation where the solution is

smoother than the obstacle.

The problem (1.1), (1.2) is called the elastic-plastic torsion problem. It arises

when a long elastic bar with cross section Q is twisted by an angle propor-

tional to ¡i. The set

E= {x G ß; |Vh(x)| < 1} (1.4)

is the set of points where the cross section still remains elastic, and the set

i>={xGß;|VM(x)| = l) (1.5)

is the set of points where the material has become plastic due to the torsion.

We refer to E as the elastic set and to P as the plastic set.

The part of the boundary of E which is contained in ß is called the free

boundary ; it will be denoted by T.

The derivation of the variational inequality from the physical problem can

be found, for instance, in [11]. In a series of papers [13]-[19] Ting has studied

the variational inequality, with special attention to the case when ß is a

rectangle or a regular polygon. He also studied the set where d is not smooth;

this set is always elastic. The purpose of this paper is to study more

thoroughly the free boundary.

In §2 we define the concept of a ridge R of a domain as the set of points

where d is not in C1,1. We then characterize R geometrically.

In §3 we prove that R is contained in E, i.e., the ridge is elastic.

In §4 we study the case where ¡i —> oo and prove that E is contained in a

neighborhood of R of order of magnitude 1/ [i.

A vertex V¡ is called a reentrant corner if the opening of ß at V¡ is larger

than m. In §5 we study the free boundary near a reentrant corner. We show,

in fact, that a certain angular region with vertex V¡ is always plastic.
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In §6 we show that any nonreentrant corner is contained in a ß-neigh-

borhood which is elastic.

In §7 we study the free boundary near the boundary 9ß, away from the

vertices. We show that if a is a line segment or a circular arc contained in 3ß

then the free boundary can intersect a in only a finite number of points.

In §8 we consider domains which have an axis of symmetry. It is shown,

under some restrictions, that T consists of monotone arcs.

In §9 we illustrate the applicability of the results of §§2-8 by studying in

detail the free boundary for some special domains Q: a rectangle, a regular

polygon, a cross, and a cracked disc.

In §10 we study the convexity of the free boundary in the case of a

rectangle.

The rest of the paper is concerned with the elastic-plastic torsion problem

in case ß is multiply connected. Thus we suppose that ß has "holes"

ß,, . . ., ß„. Let ß* = ß u (U"=iß), i-e., ß* is a simply connected domain

whose boundary is the exterior boundary aeQ of Q. Let

K={veH¿ (Q*); \Vv\ <l,v= C, in Q„ 1 < i < n } (1.6)

where C, are nonegative constants which vary with v. We replace (1.2) by the

variational inequality

j jVu-V(v - u) > njj(v - u)   for every v G K; u G K,     (1.7)

G* Q*

where K is given by (1.7). Denote the (unique) solution by u, and set

C? = u\q,

*-  max {Cr-4}, (1.8)
Ki<n

$ = min{   min   (C* + d¡}, de } (1.9)

where d¡(x) = distance from x to ß„ de(x) = distance from x to deQ. Let

K= {v G H¿ (Q*), $ < v<<¡>). (1.10)

Then [1], [19] u is the unique solution of (1.7) with K defined by (1.10).

In §11 we generalize the results of §§2-8 to multiply connected domains.

For simplicity we consider only the case n = 1. In §12 we prove that the set

{u = <¡>, «<$}n ßis generally nonempty. This answers a question raised

by Lanchon [11].

2. The ridge of a domain. Roughly speaking the ridge of the domain ß is

the set of points x° in ß such that the distance function d(x) from x to 6ß is

not smooth enough in any neighborhood of x°. Various definitions of a ridge

were given by Ting [14], [19]. The motivation for these definitions is to be

able to assert that the ridge lies in the elastic set of the domain. Therefore one
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would like to give as weak a definition as possible. Because of the recent

regularity results of Caffarelli and Riviere [7] our definition will be weaker

than the definitions of Ting.

Definition. The ridge R of ß is the set of all points x° G ß such that d(x)

is not C1'1 in any neighborhood of x° (C1,1 means Lipschitz continuous first

derivatives).

The purpose of this section is to geometrically characterize the set R.

We recall that throughout this paper (except for §§11, 12) ß is a simply

connected bounded domain whose boundary consists of C3 disjoint arcs

Sx, . . . , Sm such that the terminal end-point V¡ of S¡ is the initial end-point of

Si+X (1 < i < m, Sm+X = Sx). We denote by a, the angle formed by S, and

S;+i at Vt, which opens into Q. If a, > ir we call V¡ a reentrant corner, if

a, > it we call it a strict reentrant corner. If a, < it then V¡ is called a

nonreentrant corner.

Lemma 2.1. If d(x°) = |x° - y\ = \x° - z\ where y and z are two different

points on 3ß, then d(x) is not differentiable at x°.

Proof. Along some interval (initiating at x°) of the ray x°y, d is linear with

derivative - 1. The same is true for x°z. Thus

f(*V-i,    % <*•)-->
where /„ l2 are the directions of x^y, x°z; these directions do not coincide. If

d(x) is differentiable at x° then |V¿/(x°)| = 1 and therefore /, and l2 must

both coincide with the direction of Vd(x°), which is impossible.

Notation. Rq is the set of all points x° G Q such that d(x°) = \x° - y\ =

|x° — z\ for at least two distinct points y, z on 8ß.

Lemma 2.2. Let x° G ß \ R0 and denote by y° = y(x°) the nearest point on

dQ to x°. Denote by z° the center of the osculating circle at y°. (We assume that

y° is not a vertex.) Then d is C1'1 in a neighborhood of x° if and only if

x° # z°.

Proof. Suppose first that x° ¥= z° and that x° lies on the ray y°z°. Denote

by / the straight line containing x°,y°. Let z_e, ze denote the points on / such

that

|z_e-/>| = |z°-/>|-e = r_e,      \2t-y°\ = \z0-y°\ + e = r£,

where e is positive and small, and let r0 = \z° — y°\. Denote by C_e, Cc, C0

the circles with centers z_e, ze, z° and radii r_e, re, r0 respectively, and denote

by d_e, de, d0 the distance functions with respect to the domains C_e, Ce and

C0 respectively.

Notice now that, since x° ^ z°, x° must lie between y° and z° on /;
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otherwise there would be points on 3ß, sufficiently close toy0 whose distance

to x° is smaller than |x° — y°\. Take a point x% between x° and z_e, and

denote by Ge a sector with axis x^y   and small opening ye; it contains a

neighborhood Ne of x°.

We can choose yE so that

d_e < d < dt   in GE n Q.

Notice that

d_e = d= dt   on GE n ß n /•

Choose orthogonal coordinates (f, tj) in G£ with the origin at ze. Then

1/2
de(ir1) = re-(e + v2)/     inG.nß.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Therefore

aï*   ~
(I2 + T,2)'72   '

4«--3tj2
(I2 + l2)"2

(2.4)

It follows that

3t,2 (I2 + r,2)172      r* - d>

or, in terms of <c£ = l/re = curvature of Ce,

3t)2< 1 - Kd. (2.5)

Taking, in particular, tj to be the direction normal to /, so that rj = 0 on /, we

get from (2.4),

92  A l

92   A

w4.

1   -  K.rf.  '

= 0

(I2 + T)2)'72

on Ge n ß n /; hence

Aí/£ = -k£/ (1 - Kede)   on G£ n ß n /•

Formulas similar to (2.3)-(2.6) hold for d_e.

Now, since

4 - d_, > 0   in G£ n ß,

= 0   on G£ n ß n /,

(2.6)
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we must have V(de - d_j) = 0 on G£ n ß n I- The second derivative of

a\ — d_e in any direction tj can be computed by (2.4) and the corresponding

formula for d_e. It follows that this second derivative is bounded by 0(e).

Since tj is an arbitrary direction, also the second mixed derivatives of

dt — d_e are bounded by 0(e).

Since d_e < d < cL, we deduce from the above that V(d — d0) = 0 on

C, n 6 n /, and that the limit of the second difference quotient A\(d — dj)

on Ge n ß n / tends to zero as h —> 0. Notice that the derivatives of d0 can

be computed as in (2.3), (2.4) with e = 0.

The above analysis is valid for any x in some neighborhood W of x°

(independent of e) and, moreover, the limit of A2h(d — d0) is uniform with

respect to x in W. Hence, by a standard theorem in calculus, d G C2 in W

and its second derivatives can be computed from (2.4) with e = 0; in

particular,

Ad= -k/(l - kd)   for any x G W, (2.7)

where k is the curvature at the point y = ^(x) nearest to x on 3ß.

If x° does not lie on the ray y°z° then the above proof is valid with de(£, tj)

given by (£2 + tj2)1/2 - re. In this case d G C2 in a neighborhood of x° and,

in (2.7), k is negative.

Suppose next that z° = x°. Let xe be points on / such that |x£ — y°\ = |x°

- y°\ — e. For each x£ the above analysis is valid and, in particular, by (2.7),

Ad(xt)= -k/(l-kd(xe)).

Since d(xe) -* d(x°) = l/k as e -» 0, we get

Arf(x£)-»-oo    ife^.0.

Hence d cannot be in C M in any neighborhood of x°.

We shall next extend Lemma 2.2 to the case where y° is a vertex.

Lemma 2.3. Let x° G ß \ R0 and denote by y° = y(x°) the nearest point on

aQ to x°. Suppose y° is a vertex (it is then, necessarily, a reentrant corner).

Denote by z1, z2 the centers of the osculating circles corresponding to the two

arcs of 3ß which meet at y°. Then, d is in C1'1 in a neighborhood of x° if and

only if x° =f= z ' and x° =£ z2.

Proof. Denote /' the straight line containing y°, z' and denote by 2 the

open subset of ß bounded by /' u l2- Then x° must belong to 2. If

x° G /' u I2 then it lies in 2 and d(x) = \x - y°\ for all x in a neighborhood

W of x°, so that d is in C2( W).

If x° G /' and x° ^ z1 then the analysis of the previous proof is valid on

one side of l\ i.e. on the side 20 which is disjoint to 2. On the other hand

d(x) = \x — _y°| for x G 2, x near x°, so that d is in C2 there. Thus it remains

to show that the first derivatives of d from both sides of /' coincide on /'.
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This is of course true for the derivative of d along /'. Further, since this

derivative is equal to 1, in absolute value, and since |Vrf| = 1 on both sides of

/', the normal derivatives of d (from both sides of /') are equal to zero and

thus coincide.

If x° G /' and x° = z1 then the last part of the proof of Lemma 2.2 can be

carried out on one side of /', showing that Aí/(x£)-> — oo along an ap-

propriate sequence of points x£, x£ -» x°. Thus d is not in C1,1 in any

neighborhood of x°.

Finally, the case where x° G I2 can be handled in the same way as the case

where x° G /'.

Notation. A point x° in ß is said to belong to the set Rx if there is

precisely one point_y° G 3ß such that d(x°) = |x° — y°\ and if x° is the center

of the osculating circle at_y° (or a center of one of the two osculating circles at

y°, ify° is a vertex).

Thus, Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 assert that if x° G ß \ R0 then d is in C1,1 in some

neighborhood of x° if and only if x° £ Rx.

From Lemmas 2.1-2.3 we obtain:

Theorem 2.4. R = R0 u Rx.

Remark. If there are no reentrant corners then Rx c R& so that R = Rq.

3. The ridge is elastic. Consider the variational inequality (1.1), (1.2). By [9],

the solution is unique and it belongs to W2p(Q) for any p < oo and for any

closed subdomain ß (provided 3ß does not contain reentrant corners), and

by [7], it belongs to W2'X(Q0) (which is the same as CM(ß0)) for any closed

subdomain of ß0 of Q. By [1], the solution coincides with the solution of

(1.2), (1.3) provided 3ß is sufficiently smooth; the same is true for our present

domain Q, as follows by approximating it by a decreasing sequence of

domains Qj with smooth boundary (cf. [7]). The following estimate was

proved in [7]:

\u^(x)\<C(n+l/d(x))      (*eß) (3.1)

where C is a constant independent of ß and ¡i.

Recall that the sets E and P defined in (1.4), (1.5) are called the elastic and

plastic sets, respectively, and the boundary of E intersected with ß is called

the free boundary; it will be denoted by T.

It is easy to verify that

En Q = {xEQ;u(x)<d(x)}, (3.2)

Pn Q={xeQ;u(x) = d(x)}. (3.3)

Indeed, if u(x°) = d(x°), x° G ß, then since u(x) - d(x) < 0 in a neigh-

borhood of x°, we must have V(w - d) = 0 at x°, so that x° G P. To

complete the proof, we suppose that u(y) < d(y) for some_y G ß, and show
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that IV w(j>)| < 1. If this is not true, then consider the component M of the set

{u < d} containing y. Let / be the direction of V« at y, i.e., IVkOOI

= au(y)/al. Then au(y)/al = 1. On the boundary of M |Vw/3/| < 1 and

therefore, by the strong maximum principle applied to ou/ol, au(x)/dl < 1

at x = y, a contradiction.

From (3.2), (3.3) it follows that T is the part of the boundary of the set

{u < d} which lies in Q.

Lemma 3.1. Let x° G P, d(x°) = |x° - y°\ for some y0 G 3ß. Then u(x) =

d(x) for all x on the line segment I connecting x° toy0.

Indeed, since 3^/3/ = 1, 3m/3/ < 1 and u = d at both end-points of /, we

must have ou/ al = I on I, that is,u = d on /.

Lemma 3.1  is due to Ting [18].

Theorem 3.2. R c E, that is, the ridge is elastic.

Proof. Let x° G R. We have to show that x° G E, that is, u(x°) < d(x°).

We suppose u(x°) = d(x°) and derive a contradiction.

If x° G R0 then

d(x°) = |x°->>0| = \x°~yl\   where/ GdQ,yl <EdQ,y°¥=y\

By Lemma 3.1 it follows that

u = d   on the line segments /' connecting x° to^'.

The argument given in the proof of Lemma 2.1 now shows that u is not

differentiable at x°, which is absurd.

If x° G Rx then denote by y° the nearest point to x° on 3ß, i.e., |x° — .y°|

= d(x°), and let / denote the line segment connecting x° to_y°. Suppose first

that j0 is not a vertex. We have

u = d    on I   (by Lemma 3.1),

V(u-d) = 0   on I    (since« - d < 0 in Q),

^U-00     if;c = (¿°,T,)^X0 = (¿0,0)

where (£, tj) is a coordinate system with tj normal to / and £ = 0 along /. Since

u < d, we must then also have

32m(x)/3tj2-^-oo

where 32w/3tj2 is taken in the sense of the limit of the difference quotient of

the first derivative 3m/3tj. Thus au/a-q is not Lipschitz continuous at x°,

which is impossible.

If j0 is a vertex then it is necessarily a reentrant corner and the above

analysis is valid from one side of /.
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4. ft -» oo. The set E decreases monotonically with it. We shall estimate its

size as /x —» oo.

Notation. 5(x) = distance from x to the ridge; x G ß.

Theorem 4.1. There exists a positive constant C independent of [i such that

E no c{xGß;5(x)< C/jx}. (4.1)

Proof. Denote by Bh(x) the disc with center x and radius h. We claim:

if Bp(x) c E then p < min{2(</(x)/ii)1/2, 4//i). (4.2)

Indeed, applying the maximum principle to the harmonic function

w = u + ii(|x - x|2 — p2)/4   in Bp(x),

it follows that

w(x) > inf w|3B„(*) >0,

so that

/ip2/4 <u(x)< d(x). (4.3)

Next, let

X =   inf    w.
3Bp(x)

Since |Vfi| < 1, « — X < p in 5p(x). Applying the maximum principle to

vv = (u - X) + ¡i(\x - x\2 - p2)/4   in Bp(x)

we get w(x) > 0, which gives, since u(5c) — X < p,

p > fiP2/4. (4.4)

The assertion (4.2) now follows from (4.3), (4.4).

Let x° be any point in ß \ R. Then there exists a unique point y° G3ß

such that |x° — ̂ °| = d(x°). Suppose^0 is not a vertex and denote by z° the

center of the osculating circle at y°. Then x° lies in the interior of the line

segment / connecting^0 to z°. By (2.7) and |j>° - z°| = l/k,

Ad(x°)= -l/|x°-z°|. (4.5)

Now, if d(z°) = \z° - y°\ then z° G R. If d(z°) < \z° - y°\ then, by

continuity, there exists a point x+ in the interval x°z° for which d(xj) is

attained at both y° and at another point on 3ß; thus x, G R. In both cases

we conclude that

5(x°)< |x°-z°|,

and together with (4.5),

Ad(x°) > - l/8(x°)   if x° G ß \ R, (4.6)
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provided y0 is not a vertex. If y° is a vertex (and then, necessarily, a reentrant

corner) then d(x) = |x - y°\ from one side of /, so Ad = l/d > 0 from that

side. We thus conclude that

Ad(x) > - 1/5 (x)   a.e. in ß \ R, (4.7)

where Ad is taken in the sense of weak derivatives, say.

For any positive constant C we denote by Qc the subset of ß consisting of

all points x such that 8(x) > C/jti. By (4.7),

Ad > ~n/C   inßc. (4.8)

Let A be a sufficiently large positive constant, to be determined later on.

Suppose there is a point x° in QA n E. Let

h = {- min(50, ¿0 )   where S0 = 5 (x°), ¿0 = ¿(x°). (4.9)

The function

l        ~> \    \x - x°\2
w = d-u-\l- j-j/x1     4    '      in5,(x°)

satisfies Aw > 0 (by (4.8)) and w(x°) > 0. By the maximum principle we get

sup   w > 0.
3B*(*°)

Hence, if A > 4, there exists a point x1 G 3UA(x°) such that

d(xl) - h(x') > ä2ju/8.

It then follows, by [5], that

Br(xl) c E

provided

r2\u\c"(Bh(x°))= h2ii/C

where C is a constant independent of it, h, A. Using (3.1) we can take r to be

given by

r2=CA2/(l + l/(K))

with another constant C.

Since, by (4.2), we must have r < 4/ti, we get, after using (4.9),

[min(50, d0)]\ C(l/,x2 + l/u3¿0) (4.10)

where C is independent of it, A0, yi ; we take C > 1.

Let K = rf0u. If min(50, d0) = i/0 and Ä" > 1 then it follows from (4.10)

that
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Therefore

if d(x°) >V2C //i then o(x°) < d(x°)

and 8 (x°) < C0 /ft, where C0 is independent of A, it. (4.11)

We claim that the inequality

d(x°) <V2C//x (4.12)

cannot occur if A is sufficiently large. Indeed, suppose (4.12) hold^ and let^0

be the nearest point to x° on 3ß. There are points x on the ray.y0x0 so that x°

lies between v° and x and

<rf(jc)< V^,+ 1,       d(x) = \x-y°\.
ft /x

(We use here the fact that 8(x°) > A/¡i and A is sufficiently large.) Hence we

can apply (4.11) to such a point x and conclude that

8(x) < C0/ix

which is impossible since

i— f

8(x) > 8(x°) - \x -x°\ > ^- - V2C + 1 > —

if A is sufficiently large.

Since (4.11) holds and (4.12) does not hold, we deduce that if x° G QA n E

then 8(x°) < C0//x. But this is again impossible if A > C0. Thus the set

QA n E is empty if A is sufficiently large, and (4.1) follows.

Remark. The estimate (4.1) is sharp. Consider, for example, a rectangle ß

(which is not a square) with sides parallel to the axes. With a suitable choice

of the origin, the interval y = {(x, 0); a < x < b} is a part of the horizontal

ridge and d(x,y) = c — \y\, c > 0. Suppose (x0, h) G P, a < x0 < b, h > 0.

On one hand we have

I = — h~2[u(x0, 3h) + w(x0, — h) — 2u(x0, A)] < C0|w|,, < C/x

where C0, C are constants independent of /x. On the other hand,

u(x0, 3h) < c — 3h,

u(x0, — h) < c — h,

u(x0, A) = c - h,

so that

I > 2h/h2 = 2/h.

It follows that h > 2/(Cit). Thus E must contain any (,4//^-neighborhood of

any closed subinterval y0 of y, where A is a constant depending only on y0.
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5. The free boundary near a reentrant corner. Suppose V¡ is a strict reentrant

corner. Thus the arcs S„ Si+X of 3ß which meet at V¡ form an angle a, (in Q)

such that a, > w. Denote by yx, y2 the tangent lines to S„ Si+X, respectively,

at V¡. We choose the coordinate system (x,y) so that V¡ is the origin and

y,, y2 form angles —a, a with the positive x-axis. Thus a, = 2a, a > ir/2. Set

ß = a - ir/2.

In the sequel we shall also use polar coordinates (r, 9).

Theorem 5.1. There exists a continuous curve r = p(6) defined for — ß < 9

< ß such that p(9) > 0 and such that, for all (r, 9) with - ß < 9 < ß,

(r,9)EP   ifr<p(9). (5.1)

We shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let D = {(r, 9); 0 < r < r0, \9\ < y}, y > -n¡2 and denote

byE, P the elastic and plastic sets of D. Then there is a segment a — {(r, 9);

0 < r < rx, 9 = 0} which is contained in P.

Proof. Consider the function

u9 = xuy - yux

in the region E+ = E n {9 > 0). This function is harmonic (since Au9 =

(àu)e = (-/x)ö = 0) and vanishes on the part of oE+ where r = r0 (since

u = 0 if r = r0) and on 9 = 0 (by symmetry). On the segment 9 = y, ue < 0

(since u = 0 on 9 = y, u > 0 elsewhere). Finally, on the free boundary part

of dE+, ue = de < 0 since d is decreasing in 9 along any circular arc in E*.

By the maximum principle we then conclude that u9 < 0 in E+.

In the smaller set

E0+ = E n {0 < 9 < y - m/2, r < r0/2}

P is a subgraph r < f(9) (by Lemma 3.1), but/(0) may a priori be equal to

zero for some values of 9. Since u9 < 0 in E + and since d(r, 9) = r in E<J,

we have

(u-d)e<0   in£0+.

Thus/(0) is monotone decreasing in 9, 0 < 9 < y — it/2.

Now, if the assertion of the lemma is not true then /(0) = 0 and, from the

monotonicity of /it follows that/(0) = OifO<0<y- tr/2. By symmetry

we also have/(0) = 0 if - y + (tt/2) < 9 < 0. Let

G = {(r, 9); \9\ < y - m/ï, 0 < r < r0/2},

B = D n {0 < r < rJ2}.

Then G is contained in E and therefore Au = - it in G. On the other hand, if

x G B \ G then either x G E, in which case Au = — it < 0, or x G P in

which case a.e. Au < Ad = 0 (since ¿/ is linear in 5 \ G). Thus
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Am < 0   a.e. in B. (5.2)

Consider the harmonic function

v = cr^cos(-n9/2y)   (c > 0)

in B. Suppose

du/to*0   at(r0/2, ± y) (5.3)

where v is the normal. Then, if c is sufficiently small, v < u on dB. Since also,

by (5.2), At> > Au a.e. in B, the maximum principle gives u > v in B. In

particular,

u(r, 0) > v(r, 0) = cr*?2\

Since however w(r, 0) < d(r, 0) = r and (tr/2y) < 1, we get a contradiction

if r -» 0. This completes the proof of the lemma in case (5.3) is satisfied.

The assertion (5.3) at (r0/2, y) is true if there exists a Z)-neighborhood of

(r0/2, y) which is elastic. Otherwise, there is a plastic segment initiating at a

point (r$/2, y) and orthogonal to 9 = y, where r% is arbitrarily close to r0.

We then have

3« ( ro      \     ,

A similar situation holds with respect to the point (r0/2, — y). Thus by

replacing, if necessary, S by a domain

B* = {0 < r < r%/2, O<0<y}u{O<r< r^*/2, - y < 9 < 0},

we can continue as before to deduce that u > v in B* and, consequently,

derive a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Take any direction 9 - 90 in (-ß,ß) and

construct a domain D as in Lemma 5.2, so that it is contained in Q, its axis of

symmetry is 9 = 90, and

y = v/2 + (ß-\90\)/2.

Denote by uD the solution u corresponding to the domain D. Along the ray 90

uD < «   (by the monotonicity of the obstacles),

and also u < d = r if r is sufficiently small. By Lemma 5.2,

"o(r' 00 ) = r   if ^ is sufficiently small,

say r < r. It follows that u(r, 90) = r if r < r, i.e., (r, 90) G P. The positive

number r can be taken independently of 90, provided 90 is restricted to a

closed subinterval of ( — ß, ß), and this completes the proof.

Corollary 5.3. The estimate (3.1) is sharp near 3ß in the sense that

d(x)Au(x) = 1

// x approaches a strict reentrant corner along the bisector.
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Indeed, by Theorem 5.1 we have, at such points

Am = Ad = l/d.

6. The free boundary near a nonreentrant corner. Let V¡ be a vertex of ß

which is not a reentrant corner. Thus, the arcs S¡, Si+, form an angle at V¡ (in

ß) of size a, < it.

Theorem 6.1. There exists a neighborhood N of V¡ such that Q n N is

contained in E.

Proof. Consider first the case where S¡, Si+X are line segments. Introduce

polar coordinates with center at V¡ so that, for some neighborhood W of

V¡, W n ß is the sector

G = {(r, 9);0<r<r0,-ß<9<ß),    a, = 2/?.

Then, in G,

.    ,   v        Í -/*     ifx G£,

A"W=[a¿     ifxGP(a.e.);

we use here the fact that since u and d are in C1'1 in ß \ /?, they are twice

differentiable a.e. in ß \ R, and hence a.e. in G (if r0 is sufficiently small).

Since Q r\ R C E and Ai/ is smooth with bounded second derivatives in

G\R,

Au is bounded in G. (6.1)

Suppose now that

ß > m/4. (6.2)

Consider the function

v = r^cos Yjs + (y2- x2tan2j8) (6.3)
zp

in G. It satisfies

Av = 1 - tan2/î < 0   in G.

Also  ü = 0  on  9 = ± ß  and  ü > 0  if  /• = r0,   \9\ < ß provided  r0 is

sufficiently small, and the normal derivative of v is different from zero at

('•o. ± ß)-

Recalling (6.1) we conclude, by the maximum principle, that for some

positive and sufficiently large C,

u < Cv   in G.

Hence

u(r, 9) < Cdr- <{-d       (v = tt/2/3 - 1 > 0)

if r is sufficiently small, say r < S. Thus G n {r <8} c E.
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Consider next the case that ß < n/4. We shall prove that

{(r, 9)(EG,-ß<9<0,r<8}<zE (6.4)

if 8 is sufficiently small; the proof for 0 < 9 < ß is similar.

Let ß, be a domain containing Q, such that ß, has a vertex F, and

ßi n [r < r0} is a sector of opening y > -n/2, with y < tt, and such that the

two arcs of 3ß, that meet at V, are line segments and one of them lies on

9 = — ß. By comparison, the solution w of the variational inequality corre-

sponding to ßj satisfies w > u in Q.

By the proof given above

w < \dQi   in some ß,-neighborhood of V¡,

where dQ¡ is the distance function d for ß,. Since dQ¡ = d if — ß < 0 < 0, r

small enough, we conclude that w < </ in this set, and (6.4) follows.

We have thus completed the proof of the theorem in case 5„ Si+X are line

segments. To prove the theorem for general arcs S¡, Si+X, we transform

ß n W ( W a neighborhood of Vj) into a sector G as above by a conformai

mapping /, where the opening 2ß of G is the same as the opening a, of ß at

V,

Denote by z = g(z) the inverse of z = f(z). Then

g(z) - (Mz-*))1/a,       « » ^/2i8 > I,

where tj = h(l) maps a domain bounded by two smooth curves S\, S2 and

forming an angle tr at their common end-point into Im tj > 0, with S\, S2

mapped into tj > 0, tj < 0. The inverse function of h, say k, is in C '+E, e > 0,

because, by [3, Appendix], its real part is in C1+e. Thus, h is also in C1+£ if

we can show that the gradient of Re k at the origin is # 0.

Let

u = psin0-pl+Acos(l + 8)0.

Then v < 0 along S,1 u 52' if 5 < 1/a, and |Vu| = 1 at the origin. By

comparison, Re k > cv for some c > 0. Hence V(Re k) J= 0 at the origin.

Having proved that h is C1+£ for some e > 0, it now follows that g'(z) is a

bounded function.

Setting ü(z) = u(z) where z = g(z), we have

Am = | g'\2Au   is bounded.

Hence we can apply to w the preceding special case and conclude that

m < Cdf   near the origin,

where v > 0, d is the distance function for the transformed region, and

f = |z|. Since d < Crf, f < Cr, we get m < j í/ in some ß-neighborhood of V¡,

and the proof is complete.
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Corollary 6.2. Let W be any neighborhood of the set of reentrant corners. If

it is sufficiently small then P c W.

Proof. Let w be the solution of

Aw = — /x   in ß,       w = 0   on 3ß.

By comparison, u < iiw in Q. Now, the exterior ball property holds at all the

points of 3ß other than the reentrant corners; hence barriers exist. Therefore,

for any subdomain ß0 of ß such that ß0 does not contain reentrant corners

ofß,

w < Cd;       C constant depending on Q0.

It follows that

m < ¡iCd <,\d   in ß0,

provided 2/xC < 1, so that ß0 is contained in E; the proof of the corollary is

complete.

Suppose V¡ is a strict reentrant corner and S¡, Si+X are line segments. Let

ß = a¡/2. If tan2/? < 1 then we can still employ the comparison function v as

in (6.3). More precisely, since Ad = \/d or 0 near V¡, we have Am > — u in G

(instead of (6.1)). Therefore we actually have u < Qxt> where C is indepen-

dent of jx (0 < it < 1, say). It follows that u < d as long as 2fiCr"/2ß < r, i.e.,

as long as

r > c/iG/»-»>/2/»        (c > 0).

Thus the plastic set in a neighborhood of V¡ is contained in a epS"1'*^"1

neighborhood of V¡.

The same assertion is true for general arcs S¡, Sj+X, by using the conformai

mapping /as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.

If tan2/? > 1 then we can repeat the argument with the function

v = r'/^cos ^-(y2- x2tan2/3). (6.5)
Lp

Finally, if tan2/? = 1, we replace -(y2 - x2tan2/?) in (6.5) by the solution £

of

Af = - 1    in G,

? = 0   on 3G.

This solution is positive and bounded above by Cr4/3 (as seen by considering

f - x2/2 and using the conformai mapping z —> z2/3). Hence v < Cr2/3 (with

another constant C) and we can proceed as before.

We have thus proved:
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Corollary 6.3. Let N be a small neighborhood of a strict reentrant corner

V¡. Then the plastic set P n N is contained in a

cit(o"-'Va* neighborhood of V,       (c > 0)

for all ix sufficiently small.

7. The behavior of T near 3ß. In this section we study the behavior of T

near arcs of 3ß which are either linear or circular.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose a0 is an open line segment contained in 3ß. Then T

intersects any closed subarc a of aQ in, at most, a finite number of points, say

qx, . . . ,qk, and the tangents to T and a at each point q¡ coincide.

Recall [6] that T is analytic.

Proof. We introduce a coordinate system such that

a, = {(x, 0): a, < x < a2},    where a c a, c a, c a0,

and the rectangle

N = {(x,y); ax < x < a2, 0 < y < b}

is contained in ß.

If there exists a ß-neighborhood of (ax, 0) contained in E, we take ax = ax.

Otherwise, there is a plastic interval x = ax, 0 < y < h for äx arbitrarily close

to ax. Therefore, either there is a point (ax, bx) on T with bx < bor the line

segment x = Su 0 < y < bx is plastic. Similarly we define a2 and b2. Set

a = {(x, 0);a, < x < a2),

N = {(x,y); ax < x < a2, 0 < y < ¿}.

We choose b so small that d(x,y) = y if (x,y) G Ñ. It follows (by Lemma

3.1) that the free boundary in N is given by.y = <j>(x), 0 < <f>(x) < b for x in a

subset 2 of (5|, a2). What we have to show is that 2 consists of a finite

number of intervals; the analyticity of T (and moreover of <j> [6]) implies that

2 consists of at most a countable number of intervals.

Every interval J¡ of 2 gives rise to a "loop" T, of the free boundary T.

Suppose the number of J¡ is infinite. The height of T,, as i -> oo, must go to

zero. For, as i' -» oo, meas U £L A -* 0 ana<, by applying the maximum

principle to m - n(y — e)2/2 (m = y — u, e > 0) in a subset of £ bounded by

arcs of r„ Tj, y = 0 and a horizontal line segment / connecting the arcs in

N <~\ {y > 0}, we find (after letting e —>0) that max, ü > ph2/2 where h is

the ^-coordinate on /. Since u G C1,1 in the interior, max, m < c|/j2 —> 0 if

i,j -> oo (|/| = length of /); it follows that h -» 0. Thus, the height of T¡ tends

to zero as /' -» oo.

It follows that there is only a finite number of loops which intersect y = 6.
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Set z = (m — d)x. Since Y intersects à at an infinite number of points,

z(x, e), for âx < x < â2, changes sign X(e) times, where X(e) —» oo if e —>0.

Since z is harmonie in N \ P, by using level curves z = const, starting on

y = e, we find that z must also change sign an infinite number of times on

dÑ n_£; since z = 0 on a, these changes of sign occur on the set M = (aÑ \

<ï)n E.
Now, from the analyticity of T it follows that z is analytic in E up to the

boundary T. Since, as proved above, there is only a finite number of

intersection points of T with dÑ \ 5 we find (using also the construction of

âx, a2 above) that z is analytic in Ñ \ P up to M; therefore z cannot change

sign on M an infinite number of times; a contradiction.

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that if

y = <¡>(x), a < x < ß, is a loop of T with end-points in a then <i>'(a) = <t>'(ß)

= 0 [and a similar result in case only one end-point lies in à]. The proof is

similar to the proof of a corresponding result for the dam problem [4].

Indeed, by analyticity, zxx and its tangential derivative along M change

sign at most a finite number of times. This fact can be used to show, by the

arguments of [4], that only a finite number of maximum domains and

inflection domains can alternate on a and, similarly, only a finite number of

inflection domains and maximum inflection domains can alternate on 0.

With this in mind, the proof that <j>'(a), <b'(ß) exist and are equal to zero is

the same as for Lemma 8.2 of [4].

Theorem 7.2. Suppose a0 is an open circular arc contained in 3ß. Then T

intersects any closed subarc a of a0 in at most a finite number of points.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1, if we work with the

function

z=3(m- d)/d9

which is harmonic in an ¿s-neighborhood of the circular arc.

Remark. For a general analytic arc a lying in 3ß, one is tempted to repeat

the above proof with

z = ex(uxdy - uydx).

However in order to derive for z an elliptic equation (for a suitably chosen

function X) we are led to a system of equations whose solution exists if and

only if the arc is either linear or circular.

8. Domains with an axis of symmetry. We consider domains

ß = {(x,>0; -g(y) <x< g(y), a < y < b) (8.1)

where g(y) is not necessarily a continuous function.

Letß+ = ß n {x>0}.
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Lemma 8.1. ux < 0 in Q+.

Proof. Let (x,y) G ß+ and denote by (xx,yj) a point on 3ß nearest to

(x,y). By symmetry, x, > 0. Denote by / the vector initiating at (x,y) and

terminating at (xx,yj), and by lh (h > 0) the vector which is equal to / but

initiates at (x + h,y). Since (xx,yj) G3ß, x, > 0, the end-point (x, + h,yj)

of 4 does not belong to Q. It follows that

d(x + h,y)<\fh\\ = g\\=d(x,y).

Thus,

dx < 0   inß+. (8.2)

Let E+ = E r\ Q+. By symmetry, ux = 0 on x = 0. On the part of dE +

which belongs to the boundary of Q, ux < 0 (because M=0on3ß, m>0

elsewhere). On the part of dE + which belongs to the free boundary,

ux = dx < 0,   by (8.2).

It follows, by the maximum principle, that ux < 0 in E+.

Theorem 8.2. Let Q be given by (8.1) and let

8(yo - 0) < g(y0 + 0)   for some a < y0 < b.

Set J = {(x, y0); g(y0 — 0) < x < g(y0 + 0)} and let ß0 be a subdomain of Q

such that 3ß0 n 3ß c J and d(x,y) = y — y0 if (x, y) G ß0. Then T n ß0, '/

nonempty, is given by

y = h(x) (8.3)

where h(x) is strictly monotone decreasing and analytic.

Proof. In ß0 we have (d — u)x = - ux > 0, by Lemma 8.1. It follows that

£ n ßo is a ^-subgraph. By Lemma 3.1 this set is also an x-subgraph.

Therefore, T n ß0 is given by (8.3) where h(x) is monotone decreasing. The

continuity and strict monotonicity of h follow by a standard argument of

unique continuation, and the analyticity of h was already established, in

general, for the free boundary, by Caffarelli and Riviere [6].

Let V¡ be a strict reentrant corner and choose the coordinate axes so that

the tangent ray to S¡ (i.e., the limit of rays from V¡ to (x,.y) G S¡, as

(x, y) —» Vj) is the negative real axis, and the ray perpendicular to S¡ at V¡ and

going in ß is the positive y -axis.

If s is the length parameter along 5, (with s = 0 for Vj), then the free

boundary in a ß-neighborhood of S¡ which lies in {x < 0} and is given,

whenever existing, by

x = f(s), y = g(s)       ((f(s), g(s)) G ß ) (8.4)

(as follows by Lemma 3.1).
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Set

G = {(r, 9); 3tt/2 - a¡ < 9 < m/1, O < r < r0).

By Theorem 5.1, there is a G-neighborhood of V¡ which is plastic. Therefore,

the free boundary in G is given by

r = p(9),       p(9)>0 (8.5)

for 9 in a subset of (3it/2 — a„ tt/2).

We shall now assume that the functions in (8.4), (8.5) in fact exist near

j = 0 and 9 = tt/2 respectively, that is,

T is given by (8.4) for 0 < s < s0 and by (8.5)

for 90< 9 < it/2, for some s0 >0,90< it/2. (8.6)

From [6] it follows that f(s), g(s) are analytic for 0 < s < s0 and p(s) is

analytic for 90 < 9 < tt/2.

Theorem 8.3. Let (8.6) hold; then

(f(s), g(s)) is continuous at s = 0, (8.7)

p(9) is continuous at 9 = tt/2, (8.8)

(/(0), g(0)) coincides with (p(tt/2), tr/2). (8.9)

Proof. If (f(s), g(s)) has two points of accumulation, we can obtain a

contradiction by the argument used in the proof of Theorem 7.1 to deduce

that the heights T, -»0 as / —> oo. Thus (8.7) is valid. The proof of (8.8) is

similar. To prove (8.9), suppose the assertion is false. Let J be the line

segment on the .y-axis representing the jump from (/(0), g(0)) to

(p(7r/2), it/2). Then the function u satisfies

m = y   along J (by Lemma 3.1),

ux = 0   along J

since ux = dx = 0 on J. Also Am = — jx on a one-sided neighborhood of /.

By uniqueness for the Cauchy problem with data on J we conclude that

u — y + /xx2/2 = 0   in this neighborhood,

and therefore also in E, which is impossible.

9. Examples. We shall apply the results of §§2-8 to special domains Q.

9.1. ß is a rectangle. Let

ß = {(x,y); -a < x < a, - b <y < b},       b < a. (9.1)

Then the ridge consists of the segment

k = {(*. 0); \x\<a- b}

and the four segments /, joining end-points of /0 with the nearest vertices; /, is

the segment lying in the ¿th quadrant.
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By Theorem 3.2, the free boundary r — T^ stays away from the ridge, and,

by Theorem 6.1, it stays away from the vertices. Theorem 8.2 implies that the

free boundary in the region bounded by /,, l2, lQ and y = bis given by

y = /»(x)   for -úl, < x < Op 0 < a„ < a,

and fp(x) «■/,(— x), /M(x) is strictly monotone increasing for 0 < x < a .

This function is also analytic in x, —a¡í<x< a^. Notice that a = 0 means

that the free boundary does not exist. By Corollary 6.2, this is indeed the case

if jx is sufficiently small. In fact, a^ is monotone increasing in /x, and the

smallest it,, such that a^ > 0 if ¡i > 1% is given by

toduo(0,b)/dy= -1 (9.2)

where m0 is the solution of

Am0 = -1    in Q,       m0 = 0   on 3ß. (9.3)

By Theorem 4.1, T exists if it is sufficiently large. We shall now make more

precise the estimate on E given in Theorem 4.1.

Take any point (x°,/(1(x0)), a — b < x° < a^, and denote by S the distance

from this point to the ridge. The triangle A whose sides Ue on the lines

x = x°, y = /^(x0), /, is contained in E. We can put a disc S of radius

Ô/2V2 inside A and, by applying (4.2), we conclude that o < 8V2 //x. The

same estimate can be obtained in case 0 < x° < a — b. Thus

E c 8 V2 - 11-neighborhood of the ridge. (9.4)

By Theorem 7.1,

/;(±<> = 0. (9.5)

The behavior of the free boundary in the other quadrants is similar.

We finally note that uxx < 0, uyy < 0 in E, as seen by applying the

maximum principle to uxx, u,y in E.

The monotonie behavior of f was proved by Ting [13], [15] using Steiner

symmetrization.

9.2. ß is a regular polygon. Let ß be a regular polygon with n vertices. The

ridge consists of n line segments /, connecting the vertices V¡ to the center 0. It

is sufficient to analyze the free boundary T in the triangle A, formed by /„ l2.

We take the coordinate axes so that 0 = (0, 0) and

lx:y = -ßx,   0 < x < a,

l2: y = ßx,    — a < x < 0.

As in the case of the rectangle one can show that T n A! is given by

y = /„(*)>        ~ß°< /(*) < 0   for -a„ < x < a„

and/^- x) = /M(x), /M(x) is strictly increasing and analytic for - a < x < 0,

and/'(± öl) = 0. Further, (9.4) is valid.
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Introduce oblique derivatives (£, tj) by

£ = v + ßx,       tj = y - ßx.

Notice that /, lies on the axis £ = 0 and l2 lies on the axis tj = 0. We shall

prove:

r n A, can be represented in the forms

£ = <Ktj)    (tjG/,)   and   n - *(!)    (€€/a) (9-6)

where Jx, J2 are intervals and ^>, y¡> are analytic in the interior of Jx, J2,

respectively, and continuous at the end-points.

Denote by lX2 the line segment joining (0, 0) to (0, — ßa). Let A,+ be the

triangle two of whose sides are lX2, l2. Next let A^ be the triangle two of

whose sides are l2 and /23, the bisector of l2, /3 (from (0, 0) to 3ß). Denote by

A the interior of the closure of A,+ u A2~.

The function d is linear in A,+ u A2"~ and a\ is continuous across l2. Hence

the function z = (m - d)^ is harmonic in A n E. On the part of 3 (A n E)

which belongs to T, z = 0. On the part of 3 (A n E) which belongs to 3ß we

clearly have z < 0 (since z = 0 on 3ß, z < 0 in Q). On 3 (A n E) n lX2 we

have

(u-d)x = ux-dx = 0-0 = 0,

(u - d)y = Uy - dy = uy - 1 < 0,

so that zv < 0. Similarly zv < 0 on 3 (A n E) n /23.

Applying the maximum principle to z in A n E, we deduce that z < 0 in A.

Thus, in particular,

(u-d\<0   inA,+ = A, n {x >0}.

It follows that every line tj = c intersects Y n A,+ in at most one point. Using

the fact that T n A, n {x < 0} is represented in the form y =/M(x),/(1

increasing, it is clear that any line tj = c can intersect Y n A, n {x < 0} in at

most one point. Consequently T n A, can be represented in the form £ =

(¿>(tj), tj G Jx where Jx is an interval. The analyticity of <¡> follows from [6], and

the continuity of <¡> at the end-points is proved in the same way as (8.7).

The results proved above have also been proved by Ting [15] using Steiner

and circular symmetrizations.

9.3. Q is a cross. We take ß to have the shape of a cross with sides parallel

to the x-axis and y -axis and with axes of symmetry coinciding with the x-axis

and .y-axis. Denote by Qk the intersection of ß with the ktn quadrant. The

ridge of ß is designated by bold lines in the following figure:
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M

\^
ß4 is the union U f= i S¡ where, for some 0 < a < b,

5, = {-b < x < - b + a, x + b-a<y<0} (triangle),

S2= {-b < x < -a, - a < y < 0} \ 5, (trapeze),

S3={-a<x<0, - a < y < 0} (square),

54 and 55 are the reflections with respect to y = x of S2 and Sx, respec-

tively.

The free boundary T in Sx (if existing) is given by

x = gi(.y),      gx monotone increasing;

this is proved as in the case of a rectangle, using Theorem 8.2.

The free boundary in S2 (if existing) is given by

y = 82ÍX)>       gaí^) monotone increasing (9.7)

(by Theorem 8.2). The shape of T in 54 and S5 is the same as in S2 and Sx,

respectively.

In order to study T in the square S2, consider the triangle T bounded by

the line x = — a and the rays y = ± x. Introduce polar coordinates (r, 9)

with respect to ( — a, —a) as center, so that 0 = 0 corresponds to the ray on

y = — a along which x increases.

Lemma 9.1. ue < 0 in T n E.

Proof. Consider the harmonic function

ue = (x + a)uy - (y + a)ux

in T n E. On the side x = - a, ux > 0 by Lemma 8.1, so that ue < 0. On the

line y = x, ue = 0 by symmetry. On the line y = — x, ux > 0 and uy < 0 (by

Lemma 8.1) so that ue < 0. Finally, on the free boundary, u9 = de and

¿4 = 0   inT r\{y <0),       ds < 0   in T n {y > 0}

so that ue < 0. Applying the maximum principle, the assertion of the lemma

follows.
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From Lemma 9.1 it follows that the free boundary in S3 n {y > x), if

existing, is given by

r = p(9),       p(9) monotone decreasing. (9.8)

By Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 3.2 it follows that, for tt/4 < 90 < tt/2,

r n 53 n {y > x} is, in fact, intersected by the ray 9 = 90 and p(90) > 0. By

Theorem 8.2, if p(tt/2) > 0 then, and only then, the free boundary y = g2(x)

(in (9.7)) does exist and ( - a, g2( — a)) coincides with (tt/2, p(tt/2)). The

shape of the free boundary in S3 n {y < x} is symmetric (with respect to

y = x) to that of (9.8).

9.4. ß is a cracked disc. Let ß be a disc of radius R with a segment along a

radius removed. More specifically, let

Q= {(x,y);x2+y2<R2}\y,    y = {(0,y); - R < y < -a}    (9.9)

where a > 0. Set

0 = (0, 0),       0' = (0, - a).

Even though the two arcs of 3ß which meet at C coincide (except for

orientation), the existence and regularity results of §1 remain valid for the

present domain Q.

We shall work with polar coordinates (r, 9) centered at 0, and with polar

coordinates (/•', 9') centered at 0'.

The ridge of ß is given by the bold-faced curves in the following figure:

It divides ß into two simply connected components Kx and K2, with dKx

containing the circular part of 3ß. Let K2X = K2 n {y > — a}, K22 = K2 n

{y < — a}. If (x,y) G K2X then the nearest point on 3ß to (x,y) is 0'. If

(x,.y) G K22 then the nearest point on 3ß to (x, j>) lies on y.

Set

S, = ß n {x < 0},       S2 = Sx n {-R <y < -a).

Since d = R - (x2 + y2)l/2 and de. = x<L - (y + a)dx, we find that d9, =

ox/(x2 + y2)l/2, so that

dg, < 0   inSx. (9.10)
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Lemma 9.2. The following inequalities hold:

u9<0   inSxn'E, (9.11)

ug. < 0   in Sx n E, (9.12)

tty > 0   inS2n E. (9.13)

Proof. The proof of (9.11) follows by applying the maximum principle to

Ug, noting that u6 = d9 < 0 on 3 (Sx n E) n T, u9 < 0 on 35, n 3ß, and

Ug = 0 on dSx n {x = 0}. The proof of (9.12) is the same, if we make use of

(9.10). From (9.12) it follows that M, > 0 on 352 n {y = - a}. Since uy > 0

on the remaining part of d(S2 n E), the assertion (9.13) follows by applying

the maximum principle to uy.

Theorem 9.3. The free boundary in Sx consists of three curves:

A,:   r = px(9), px(9) monotone  increasing  in  9,  tt/2 < 9 < 9X for some

9X < 3tt/2,

A2: r' = Pi(9'), p2(9') monotone decreasing in 9', tt/2 < 9' < it,

A3: x = f(y),f(y) monotone decreasing in y,  —ax<y<—a for some

a, < R.

A, lies in Kx and may be empty; A2 lies in K2X and is always nonempty, and

A3 lies in K22 and may be empty. Further, A3 is nonempty if and only if

P2(tt) > 0, and in that case A2 and A3 form a continuous curve.

The proof follows by using arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8.2, and

also using Theorems 5.1 and §8.3.

If a < 0 then in general one cannot expect the monotonie behavior of the

free boundary as in Theorem 9.3, since the ridge is not monotone and, by

Theorem 4.1, the free boundary "converges" to the ridge as it -^ oo.

10. Convexity properties of the free boundary for a rectangle. We consider

again the case where ß is the rectangle (9.1). Recall that the free boundary

consists of at most four disjoint arcs a, (1 < / < 4); a, lies in both the /'th and

(/' + l)th quadrants if 1 < i < 3, and a4 lies in the fourth and first quadrants.

We shall assume for définiteness that all the four arcs are nonempty;

otherwise the proofs given below have to be slightly changed.

We can represent o3 in the form

y = f(x)    for — a < x < a (0 < a < a)

where/(- x) = f(x); f(x) is strictly monotone increasing for — a < x < 0, it

is analytic for —a < x < a, and/'(±a) = 0.

Theorem 10.1. The function f(x), for -a < x < 0, has precisely one

inflection point - x0, that is,

f"(x)<0   if-x0<x<x0,

f"(x)>0   if-a < x < -x0orx0< x < a. (10.1)
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Proof. The proof uses some arguments developed in [4]. We recall that

u(x,f(x)) = -£-

i + (fi*ïf
and/'(0) = 0. Hence

^(0,/ÍO)) = m^(«,/(«)) = it       (/(«) = -b).

Suppose (10.1) is not true. Then there exist two points 0 < x, < x2 < a

such that (f'(x))2 has a maximum at x = x, and at x = x2. It follows that

there is a point x, x, < x < x2, such that (f'(x))2 has a minimum at x = x.

Set

«, = Uyy{Xi,f(xj)), Û = Uyy(x,f(x)).

Then

a, < ä. (10.2)

We now introduce the inflection domain G, with vertex (x„ f(xj)), i.e., G, is

the connected component in E of the set {uyy(x,y) < aj} whose boundary

contains (x,,/(x,)). We also introduce the maximum inflection domain TV

with vertex (x,/(x)), i.e., the connected component in E of the set {m^Xx,^)

> ä}.

By [8], [4], Uyy cannot take local maximum or local minimum at any point

of the free boundary which is contained in an arc of the form y = <b(x) (or

x = xl'(y)) where <j> (or \¡/) is monotone. By the maximum principle, uyy must

take its minimum in G, on 3G(. Since uyy = a¡ on 3G, n E and uyy = it on the

horizontal part of the boundary of ß, we conclude that 3G, must contain

either a vertical part of 3ß (m^ = 0 at such points) or the points (one or two)

where y = 0 intersects a4 and a2 (at these points uyy = 0).

By symmetry with respect to both the x-axis and the ^-axis it follows that

3G, must contain

(i) either the lower vertical part X: x = a, - b < y < y0 of 3ß which lies in

E,

(ii) or the point p = a4 n {y = 0}.

Since the maximum inflection domain N lies between G, and G2 and/(x) is

monotone for x, < x < x2, the maximum principle for uyy in TV implies that

3/V must contain points which do not belong to either E or the arc

{(x,/(x)), x, < x < x2}; for otherwise uyy does not take its maximum in N

on the boundary dN.

This last assertion together with (10.2) imply that Gx and G2 must be

disjoint. Hence 3G, contains the point/> and 3G2 contains the segment X. But

since Uyy in TV must take its maximum on 3TV, this maximum must be attained

on the part of a4 which lies in the fourth quadrant. This is impossible since

this part of a4 has the form x = $(y) where \p is a monotone function.
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11. ß is multiply connected. Let ß be a multiply connected domain with

"holes" ß,, . . ., Q„, where each 3ß, is piecewise C3. Define K by (1.6) where

Q* = Q U (UJLi Qj). Then the solution m of the variational inequality (1.7)

belongs to W2,P(Q) for anyp < oo and any closed subset ß of ß which does

not include vertices of 3ß (provided 3ß satisfies the outside ball property) [2],

[9], [19]. Further [2], [19], if Cf = u\Q¡ and if we define <b, $ by (1.8), (1.9),
then m is the unique solution of (1.7) where K is defined by (1.10). Thus u is

the solution of a two-sided obstacle problem.

We recall [6] that u G W2-X(Q) for any compact subdomain ß of ß; the

estimate (3.1) is also valid.

From now on we shall assume that n = 1, i.e., ß has just one hole Qx.

However all the results extend to any finite number n of holes.

Recall that 3eß, the outer boundary of Q, consists of a finite number of

curves Sx, . . . , S¡. We denote by V¡ the common end-point of S¡ and Si+X

(where S!+x = Sx). Similarly, the boundary 3ßj of Qx consists of a finite

number of curves Tx, . . . , T¡t> such that the terminal point of T¡ and the

initial point of Ti+X coincide (7/+1 = Tj); this common point is denoted by

W,

Let m be the solution of (1.6), (1.7) (with m = 1) and define

cm = «le.«

CM = dist(3ß„3eß),

4(x) = dist(x, ß,)       (xGß^),

4(x) = dist(x, 3£ß)       (xGß7),

<b(x) = Cll-di(x),

®(x) = min{de(x), C„ + 4(x)}.

Notice (since |Vm| < 1) that CM < Cx, so that $><#>.

Definitions. The upper ridge R + of ß is the set of all points x° G ß such

that O(x) is not in Cl*' in any neighborhood of x°. The lower ridge R ~ of ß

is the set of all points x° G ß such that <b is not in C1'1 in any neighborhood

of x°. The set R = R + u R " is called the ridge of Q.

Notice that these definitions depend on the value of the constant CM.

Denote by Re (Rj) the set of points x° G ß such that de (dj) is not in C u in

any neighborhood of x°. Then we clearly have

R + = (Re n {de < c, + 4}) u (R, n {¿e > c„ + 4}) u V   (ii.3)

where

«o+ = K = c, + <}nß, (11.4)

(li.l)

(11.2)
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and

R- = R, (11.5)

Definition. The upper plasticity P + is the set of points in ß where m = 4>.

The lower plasticity P ~ is the set of points in ß where u = (#>.

We claim (cf. (3.2), (3.3)) that

P n ß H {x G ß; |Vm(x)| = 1} = P+uP". (11.6)

To prove it, suppose first that u(x°) = <&(x°), x° G ß. If

x° G Re n {4 < C„ + d,}    or   x° G Ä, n {de > C„ + d,)

then we can show, as in §3, that |Vm(x°)| = 1. On the other hand, x° cannot

belong to Ä0+, for this would imply that |Vm(x°)| > 1.

Similarly, if u(x°) = <Kx°), x° G ß, then |Vm(x°)| = 1.

Suppose next that <¡>(y) < u(y) < $(y), for some.y G ß. We have to show

that |Vm(^)| < 1. If this is not true then, for some direction /, du(y)/dl = 1.

Applying the maximum principle to 3m/3/ in the component of {<¡> < u < Í»}

which contains y, we get a contradiction.

Theorem 11.1. R c E, that is, the ridge is elastic.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 11.2. There exists a positive constant c such that

C^-C^ c/v.   for all it > 0. (11.7)

Proof. Set

W = //iv»i2-mj7».
e q*

Then u minimizes F^v) when v varies in the convex set (1.6) (with n = 1).

Take

f minicr^C«,}   inß,
v = {

[ Qo    m Qx.

Then v G K and (since |Vm| < 1)m < v in Q. It follows that

¡fv- J ju>(C00- Corneas Qx).
Q* Q*

Since |Vm| < 1, |Vu| < 1, we obtain

F^u) - F„(e) > 0(1) + ix^ - Corneas Qx).

Recalling that F^u) — F^v) < 0, the assertion (11.7) follows.
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Definition. The set

R* = (Re n {de <cx + 4}) u (/?, n {de >cx + d,})

U{de=Co0 + di}

is called the limit upper ridge. Let

8*(x) = distance from x to R*,       x G ß.

Theorem 11.3. 77iere ex/sta a positive constant C such that

Q\P+ C {xG ß;5*(x)< C//x},       /x>0. (11.8)

Proof. Define Ä* and 5* as R*, 8* when CM is replaced by C^. Because of

Lemma 11.2,

\8*(x) - 8*(x)\< c/n       (c constant). (11.9)

The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be extended to the present case with E

replaced by ß \ P + (since we only need the inequality Am < - /x in the set

where u < $) and with 8 (x) replaced by 8*(x). It follows that

ß \ P+ is contained in {x G ß; 8* (x) < C/jn}.

Using (11.9), the assertion (11.8) follows.

We shall now improve Lemma 11.2.

Theorem 11.4. There exists a positive constant c such that

Cx- C„ < c/p2   for all u > 0. (11.10)

Proof. We first claim that

R* has finite length. ( 11.11)

Indeed, consider first the set Re. It is a finite union of sets of two kinds:

(a) the centers of curvatures of points varying on a C3 arc;

(b) points not in (a) for which d¡ = dp where d¡, dj are the distance

functions to two C3 arcs.

A set as in (a) lies on a C ' curve and a set as in (b) is locally a C2 curve (by

the implicit function theorem). It follows that Re has a finite length. The

proof of (11.11) is similar.

We now repeat the proof of Lemma 11.3 with v the solution of the two

obstacle problem with obstacles <f>*, $* corresponding to <#>, $ when CM =

Cx. By Theorem 11.3, the set where u j= Í» is contained in a (c//x)-neigh-

borhood of R* and, by (11.11), it then has measure < c/it. Similarly the set

where u^$* has measure < c/it. Since |Vm| = |Vt>| = 1 on the set where

m = O, v = $*, we conclude that

f|V«|2-/"|V0|:
Jn Jo

<^
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Proceeding now as in Lemma 11.2, the assertion (11.10) follows.

Theorem 11.5. If dQx is a convex polygon then

P~\P+ c fx G Q;   min   |x-I^|<-],       u > 0,    (11.12)

where W¡ are the vertices of dQx.

Proof. <i> is piecewise linear or C^ — r„ where r,(x) is the distance from x to

W¡, and <¡> G C2(Q). At each point x° where m(x°) = (K*°) we must have

— /x - A(J>(x°) > 0 (otherwise, the maximum principle applied to u - <$> in a

neighborhood of x° gives a contradiction). It follows that

1
it < max -— ,

'     *(*°)

and (11.12) follows.

The proof of Theorem 11.5 extends to more general domains ß,.

Let V¡ be a vertex of 3cß such that

C^dist^Sß,). (11.13)

Then, in some ß-neighborhood of V¡, the two-sided constraints on u reduce

to the single constraint u < de. Therefore, Theorems 5.1, 6.1 remain valid for

such a vertex. Similarly, Theorems 7.1, 7.2 remain true provided

C„ < dist(0o, 3ß,).

The methods of §8 can also be used for some special domains Q; see the

example in the next section.

12. m touches the lower obstacle. In this section we show that the set

ß n {u = <¡>, m < $} = P~\P+ (12.1)

is nonempty.

We shall denote by |ß,| the area of ß, and by |3ß,| the length of 3ß,.

Theorem 12.1. Suppose C^ < Cx. Then the set (12.1) has positive measure

provided ¡i > \Qx\/\dQx\.

Proof. Since C^ < Cx we have £ < O everywhere in Q. Thus it suffices to

show that the set u = <f>, intersected with Q, has positive measure. We shall

suppose that

m > <j>   a.e. in ß (12.2)

and derive a contradiction. Let

f = max{0, 4> + e - u}.

Since C^ < Cx, if e is sufficiently small then u + f belongs to the set

K= {üG/70'(ß*);<i»£<t;<a>£},
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where <£>£, <E>£ are defined by (11.1), (11.2) with CM replaced by C + e. Hence

ffVu-VS-nffS >0,
Q Ö*

or

-//AM-f+J   |f-,.//i-Hß.l>o
q •'3g,   vr q

where v is the normal pointing into Qx. Since (12.2) holds, Am > — /x a.e. in

Q. It follows that

->30, 9" '      '

Noting that  |3M/3f| < 1, we get  |3ß,| > ju,|ß,|, thus contradicting our

assumption on it.

Consider next the case where C¡1 = CM. We shall assume that

there exists a vertex W^ of 3ß[ such that de(Wj) = \W¡ — Zx\

= \Wi-Z2\ = Cœ (Zj G 3£ß); the rays y,. = W/Zj from

W¡ to Z^ form an angle 9, 0 < 9 < tt; the sector obtained by _

rotating W¡Z about W¡ from Z, to Z2 (by an angle 0) lies in Q.      (12.3)

Denote by 2 the domain bounded by yx, y2 and 3eß.

Theorem 12.2. If CM = Cx and if (12.3) holds then, for any neighborhood TV

of W¡, TV n 2 intersects {u = <¡>, u < <&} in a set of positive measure.

Proof. Suppose the assertion is not true. Then, for some neighborhood TV

of W„

Am > -ix   a.e. in TV n 2. (12.4)

Notice that $> = <p = u on yx \j y2 and this function is linearly decreasing

along each y„ with slope — 1. We shall compare u with the function v:

Av = — /x   in TV,

v = u   on 3 2.

In view of (12.4), v > m in 2.

Let / be the linear function satisfying / = ií on y, u Y2- Then |V/| > 1

(since 9 < tt). The function

v = v + iw2/4 - /

is in C1+E (e > 0) in TV n 2 (as seen by using the conformai mapping

z = g(z) as in the proof of Theorem 6.1). It follows that

3t>/3y < -1    at Wi
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where y is the bisector of yx, y2. Consequently,

3m/3y < - 1    at W„

which is impossible since |Vm| < 1.

Example. Let deQ and 3ß, be concentric squares with parallel sides of

lengths 2b and 2a, respectively. If CM < Cx then, by Theorem 12.1, the set

P~ \ P+ has positive measure provided /x > a/2. By Theorem 11.4, this set

lies in a (l//x)-neighborhood of the vertices of 3ß,.

If Cp = CM then the four shaded squares in the accompanying figure are

plastic with m = </> = $. To study the shape of the elastic set in one of the

four remaining squares of Q, say M, we choose the coordinate system so that

M = {(x,y); 0 < x < h, 0 <y < h},       h = b - a.

Let 77, = {(x, 0); 0 < x < h}, tt2 = {(h,y); 0 < y < h}, tt = {(x, x); 0 < x

< h} and denote by Mx the triangle with sides ttx, tt2, tt. On ttx, ux = — 1 and

therefore ue = Uy = 0 on ttx. Next, ue = 0 on tt by symmetry. Clearly also

Ug > 0 on 7T2. Since, in A/,,

$>(x,y) = h — x,       <j>(x,y) = b — a — r,

we have on the free boundary:

Ug = r9 = 0 where u = $,

y» = ®o = r sm 0 > 0    where u = $.

Applying the maximum principle to ue in E n A/, we deduce that u9 > 0.

Similarly uy < 0 in E n M. It follows that

(m-(|>)9>0,    (m-4>)>,<0   infnM,. (12.5)

Observe that the sets where u = <j>, u = $ do not intersect in Mx (since <i> < $

in Mj). From this fact and from (12.5) we deduce that the free boundary in

M, consists of two curves:

Tx:r = p(9),       0 < 9 < tt/4,

T2:y = k(x),       x0 < x < 1,

where p(9) is decreasing and k(x) is increasing. Further (by the proof of

Theorem 8.3) Tx and T2 are continuous up to the boundary and their

end-points on^ = 0 coincide. By Theorem 12.2 the curve T, is not the trivial
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curve p(9) = 0, i.e., p(9) > 0 if 0 < 9 < tt/4. The curve T2 may reduce to

one point (when x0 = 0).

Some numerical computations for Q as in the above example have been

carried out by F. S. Shaw and reported by Southwell [12]. Numerical work

based on the assumption that (12.1) is the empty set was carried out in [10],

but some of the pictures given in that work regarding the elastic and plastic

regions do not conform to those given here and in [12].
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